
 

Strategy Wizard 5 

With Special Enhancements for ARM6! 
 

Welcome to my “white paper” on Strategy Wizard 5.  I told my 

marketing guys that I don’t need a fancy brochure.  Strategy 

Wizard 5 speaks for itself! 

I can’t tell you how excited I am about this new version!  

Strategy Wizard 5 is making it possible to exercise the ENTIRE 

Genetic Algorithm in ANY Strategy, dramatically boosting 

performance.   

What that means for YOU is more profits.  And, since it’s 100% 

AUTOMATIC anyone can use it! Just open the “ARM6 Complete” 

in Strategy Wizard 5 and Push the Run Button.  About a day later – poof!   A dramatically 

improved Strategy emerges. 

Why EVERY Nirvana Club Member  

Needs Strategy Wizard 5 

The Genetic Algorithm (GA) is an amazing Search Engine that finds profitable trading rules using 

the inputs fed to it.   When properly set up, the GA can perform miracles.  But there are so 

many “knobs” in the GA – knowing how to set them has always been somewhat of a mystery.  

Strategy Wizard 5 solves this problem. 

With Strategy Wizard 5, you can automatically tune ANY GA-based Strategy to get better 

performance and higher profits out of it.   But the really great thing about SW5 is that it is pre-

configured to work on ARM6 GA Strategies right out of the box!  Just run the basic ARM6 GA 

Complete automation on your Strategy.  It’s basically a robot that will get you the best 

possible A.I. Strategy to use for trading.  I think that’s worth its weight in gold! 

Thanks for reading my White Paper.   In the next sections I will endeavor to explain how 

Strategy Wizard 5 can help anyone using ARM6 to make more money in the market. 

 



Now Tune ANY GA Strategy - Automatically. 

Different Strategies perform differently, so it’s a good idea to use optimal training values on any 

Strategy we want to use for trading.  Running the new ARM6 GA Complete Strategy Wizard 

automation, you can literally SET IT AND FORGET IT.  The automation will exercise every aspect 

of the GA and create a much better Strategy! 

“Strategy Wizard 5 is a God-Send!” 

In ONE RUN, Strategy Wizard 5 Does it All! 

It Exercises the Fitness Functions.  

Now you don’t have to worry about 

whether to use “Hit Rate”, “APR”, or 

“Equity Curve” a GA.   It tries all of 

them.  AND, it tries different targets, 

like N Bar Exit, Strategy Exit and Pivot 

Point Exits.   With the new Auto-Pair 

capability, it saves time by not 

running combinations that make no 

difference 

It Adjusts the Training Settings.   

These include things like Population 

Size, Mutation Rate, Minimum 

Genes, and so on.   The result is a GA that has been fine-tuned to all the settings available, so it 

trains in the most efficient and 

profitable way possible.  It’s a god-

send! 

Adjust the Output Settings.    

This is one of the most powerful 

aspects of the GA, enabling us to 

retrieve those Rules that will 

generate the best results, after 

training has completed.  The ARM6 

GA Output automation will try 

different values for Minimum PPT, 

Minimum Hit Rate, and determine 

which of the Filter Metrics (APR, Hits, 

etc.) to generate the best results. 

 

Fitness 

Training 

Output 



ARM6 GA Complete: 

 

Now it’s easy to tune 

any GA-based Strategy! 

This is literally all you do to get an amazing new Strategy. 

1. Select the ARM6 GA Complete Strategy Wizard automation. 

2. Select the ARM6 Strategy you want it to work on. 

3. Push RUN. 

4. Take the day off.  When it finishes, Strategy Wizard will email you. 

5. Push Create Strategy and give it a new name.  

 

You can ALSO Tune the GA Global Settings. 

These settings (which are not Strategy 

Specific) determine how the GA searches for 

rules.  Definite performance gains can be 

made when you turn Strategy Wizard loose 

on this area of the program.   A special 

Strategy Wizard automation is included 

called ARM6 GA Settings that does this job, 

so you don’t have to create it. 

 

 

  

This is what the ARM6 

GA Complete Strategy 

Wizard file looks like.    

It’s pre-defined.  Just 

load the automation 

and push RUN! 

Training 

 

 

Fitness 

 

 



Save Time with Batch Search! 

To exercise all parameters in the GA that can affect each other, the only option we had in 

Strategy Wizard 4 was Fast Search.  This method uses a genetic algorithm to try different 

combinations.  But since the search space has millions of potential combinations, you would 

have to let it run for weeks to get meaningful results.    

The Sequential Search method only changes one Parameter at a time, and does not test for 

interactions between parameters, which is important when trying to find the best combination 

of dependent parameters, like “N-Bar Exit” and “Number of Bars.”  Changing one and then 

changing the other (which is what happens in Sequential) is not the most robust way to do it. 

The new Batch Search is a combination of Exhaustive and Sequential.  The reason it’s so 

powerful is you can establish “batches” within the run so parameters that affect each other can 

be tried together.  In the comparison below, Parameters that affect each other are grouped 

together into Batches, which are run Sequentially.   This gives almost the same benefit as an 

Exhaustive Strategy Wizard run, but it’s only 246 iterations vs. 192 MILLION. 

Strategy Wizard 4 - “Exhaustive”   Strategy Wizard 5 – “Batch” 

   

 

192 MILLION Iterations    290 Iterations 

 

Saving Even MORE Time as a result of Auto-Pairing  

Thanks to “Auto-Pairing”, if you run multiple related parameters Strategy Wizard 5 is smart 

enough to avoid runs that are essentially “duplicates”  Here’s how it works:  The Fitness 

Function Target “N Bar Exit” should be paired with “Number of Bars”.  Strategy Wizard 5 can 

focus on that “sub-problem” to find the best answer and compare it to other pairs, like pairing 

“Next Pivot Exit” with “Short, Medium, Long Term Pivots”.    
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The speed advantage comes from avoiding duplicate runs.  There is no reason for “Number of 

Bars” to be altered while varying “Pivot Points” because those parameters have no relationship 

to each other.  Depending on whether “Next Pivot Exit” or “N-Bar Exit” is selected determines 

which of these should be adjusted.   

The new Strategy Wizard 5 will avoid runs that do not matter, thus potentially saving hundreds 

or even thousands of un-needed runs! 

Seeing Which Parameters Don’t Matter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example 

In Iterations 117, 118 and 119, the last parameter (Target Next Pivot Term) does not matter 

because the prior parameter “N Bars” is being used.   Any parameter that doesn’t matter in a 

given run will show as an ‘x’ for “don’t care” as shown in the output on the right.  This de-

clutters the results to only show you what actually matters in a given Strategy Wizard Run, 

while saving time by not trying different values for that parameter. 

  



GA Strategy Tune-up Example 

ARM6 Strategy - Original 

 
ARM6 Strategy 2 – Re-Trained after Strategy Wizard selected the 

best configuration options for the GA. 

Increases Profits by 3x and more... 

 

Seven TIMES  

the Profits  

I applied Strategy Wizard 5 to 

a simple GA test case and was 

able to automatically improve 

Forward Test accuracy by 9 

points and Forward Test Profit 

per Trade by 700%. 

As I mentioned previously, the 

fact that the tuning process is 

100% automatic is significant.  

Now ANY Club Member can 

take GA-Based Strategies and 

pump them through the 

Strategy Wizard Process to get 

new more profitable 

Strategies. 

Not just for Club 

Members!  

The same benefits inure to 

non-ARM Strategies. The 

speed improvement offered 

by the “Batch” Method is 

significant. I’m not doing ANY 

Strategy work without using 

Strategy Wizard 5! 

  

Test Run showing that the re-trained Strategy AFTER tuning made 7 TIMES the Profit per 

Trade in the Forward Test!  And YES – That’s 2.27% in 6 bars! 



Additional Enhancements 

 

Targeting Forward Test Metrics 

The new Strategy Wizard can target Forward Test metrics.  This means that you actually end up 

with the benefit of two time periods – Back Test and Forward Test – not just Back Test.  So the 

outcome of your runs is much more statistically significant. 

 

Email Notifications 

Strategy Wizard runs take a while, we added a new option whereby it can email you when a run 

completes.  Also, if for any reason an error occurs in OmniTrader in the middle of a run, you will 

also be notified if you have this option activated. 

 

Copy/Paste 

Now, you can copy Strategy Wizard parameter definitions inside an SW automation or to 

another.  Just select the parameters, use CTRL-C, and then CTRL-V in the new new place.  This 

means, for those who are doing their own custom experiments with SW, you won’t have to 

create the Parameter Definitions again.  Just copy them. 

Resume Run 

Let’s say your power dies.  Or an error happens in Windows – anything that causes OmniTrader 

to abort.  Strategy Wizard will keep its place as it goes along.  All you do is re-load OmniTrader, 

activate Strategy Wizard and click RESUME. 

 

  



Strategy Wizard 5 Summary 

I hope you can see the tremendous benefits this software provides for your 

trading.  Not only does it find really great parameters for the GA in general, it 

enables you to tune individual Strategies so they perform as well as they can.   

I’m seeing huge improvements in my Strategies.  Now, it’s your turn! 

 

“Worth its weight in Gold” 

 Improvement Summary 

1) ALL Parameters of the ARM6 GA can be tuned by Strategy Wizard 5. 

2) New BATCH Search Option – Dramatically Reduces the Number of iterations. 

3) Target Forward Test Metrics for Better Training 

4) Copy/Paste Parameters from one Strategy Wizard file to another 

5) Parameter Auto-Pairing – Dramatically Reduces Runs on those Parameters. 

6) Non-Paired Parameters (that aren’t run) shown as ‘x’ in the output list. 

7) Option to “Email Me when complete” (also emails errors if they occur). 

8) Able to continue a Strategy Wizard run from any interruption. 
 

 

Q&A 

 

1) Is SW5 really 100% automatic?   Absolutely.  Open the ARM6 GA Complete file and run it 

on your GA-based Strategy.  Then tell it to create a new Strategy from the best run. 

  

2) How robust are the Strategies created?    When we run ARM6 GA Complete, we aren’t 

changing parameters inside a Strategy  – we are changing the WAY the GA operates.  Like, 

how it divides up the populations, or which Fitness Function it uses.  So it is “once removed” 

from the problem.  In other words, Strategy Wizard is determining how to make the ARM6 

Genetic Algorithm the best A.I. tool it can be by letting it run many training exercises on 

HOW to create a new Strategy – not the Strategy itself.   It can then run again on the 

Strategy to generate the best possible Knowledge Base of Trading Rules. 

 

3) What if something happens in the middle of a long run?   We have improved Strategy 

Wizard so it can recover and resume – no matter what happens in the software or on your 

computer. 



 

Special Offers 

A TREMENDOUS software development effort has gone into 

the creation of Strategy Wizard 5.  

We appreciate your purchase of this advanced and powerful 

technology by our amazing Nirvana development team, 

which not only gives you the best possible Strategies, but 

supports our efforts. 

 

Strategy Wizard 5 New Purchase ................................... $1,495 

Special Offer by the Deadline ......................................$995 

UPGRADE from any previous version ............................. $795  

Special Offer by the Deadline ......................................$495 

Nirvana Club discounts apply. 

 

 

CClick Here (from the PDF) to Order Now!w 

 
 
30-Day Money Back Guarantee: Our software is backed by our unconditional Money Back Guarantee. If for any 

reason you are not fully satisfied, you may return the module, within 30 days of purchase, for a 100% refund, 

less shipping and handling. Texas residents add 8.25% sales tax.   

Important Information: Futures, options and securities trading has risk of loss and may not be suitable for all 

persons. No Strategy can guarantee profits or freedom from loss. Past results are not necessarily indicative of 

future results. All statistics and results shown in this mailer are simulated. Hypothetical or simulated 

performance results have certain inherent limitations. Unlike an actual performance record, simulated results 

do not represent actual trading. 

It’s Guaranteed!   Strategy Wizard 5 comes with our unconditional 

30-Day Money Back Guarantee.  We know you will be thrilled with 

how much this product improves your trading.  Thank you! 

https://www.nirvanasystems.com/strategy-wizard-5/

